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Abstract
The importance of literacy has continued since the publication of the Bullock Report in 1975 (Bullock, 1975) where schools are recommended to have a coherent approach for the effective teaching of reading and writing. Yet the Rose Report (Rose, 2006) found 16% of 11 year olds did not reach level 4 in reading at Key Stage 2. This case study looks at teacher views on the implementation of a literacy focus in the Year 7 Science scheme of learning within one school. The school is a mixed comprehensive located in a large town within Cambridgeshire with 1197 students on roll. The school has seen a local increase in the number of students with low literacy levels, level 3 or below at Key Stage 2 (KS 2). Within the cohort entering the school in September 2011, 188 students in total, 31.9% were judged by their KS2 tests to be level 3 or below in English. A mixed method approach was applied with document analysis of the Earth and Space scheme of learning to ensure tasks were embedded and a staff questionnaire was administered to gauge their views on the effectiveness of the strategies used, including the embedding of these within the scheme. Overall, teachers believe literacy is important in the teaching of science and that specific activities designed to develop literacy can also be useful in aiding scientific understanding. The designed curriculum was found to contain a literacy focus but with an emphasis on key words and discussion. Several other literacy strategies were absent from the scheme bringing to the fore the struggle between teaching science and teaching literacy.

Introduction
Teaching occurs through spoken and written language. Within the secondary science curriculum students are faced with a very different subject in comparison to their experience of primary science. Students encounter new equipment, a laboratory, new concepts and a wide variety of new specialist terms at the start of their secondary science career. The ability to understand a new scientific concept is dependent on their ability to access and understand the language of science, which can be daunting when faced with up to ten new scientific terms in one lesson (Levesley et al, 2008). The importance of literacy in accessing the curriculum is clear; being unable to access and understand the language of science early in their secondary career can prove a major barrier to learning (Wellington and Ireson, 2008). The introduction of Assessing Pupils’ Progress...
(APP) (DfES, 2008) shows the importance of literacy with the inclusion of Assessment Focus 3 Thread 2 in the Science APP grid, stating that to gain a level four students should be able to: ‘Use appropriate scientific forms of language to communicate scientific ideas, processes or phenomena’ (DfES, 2008).

This case study looks at teacher views on the implementation of a literacy focus in the Year 7 Science scheme of learning within one school. The school is a mixed comprehensive located in a large town within Cambridgeshire with 1197 students on roll. The school has seen a local increase in the number of students with low literacy levels, level 3 or below at Key Stage 2 (KS 2). Within the cohort entering the school in September 2011, 188 students, 31.9% were judged by their KS2 tests to be level 3 or below in English compared with roughly 15% in previous years. In the current cohort 38.8% have a reading age of below that expected of a ten year old and 42.0% show a spelling age below ten years of age. Within the year group 29.2% exhibit both low reading and spelling ages. The curriculum for these students has a focus on literacy using the National Framework for Literacy and a thematic approach has been introduced. The Science department has continued this thematic and literacy based approach for all Year 7 students with schemes of learning written for students with low literacy and those with average or above average literacy based on the Exploring Science scheme (Levesley et al., 2008). With such a change of focus it was important that all staff were aware of the focus and that the implementation of this has been evaluated.

Scientific literacy or just literacy?
One of the most common areas of special educational needs is that of communication difficulties, with up to one in ten students experiencing difficulties (I CAN, 2011). Ensuring students develop the ability to read, write and communicate effectively is the responsibility of every teacher. In 1975, the Bullock Report (Bullock, 1975) first brought attention to the teaching of effective reading and writing recommending ‘each school should have an organised policy for language across the curriculum’. The introduction of the National Curriculum in 1989 ensured a coherent approach to the teaching of language. However, the Rose Report of 2006, investigating the teaching of early years reading, found that 16% of 11 year olds did not reach a level 4 in reading at Key Stage 2 (Rose, 2006). The number of students entering secondary school with a level 4 for English at KS2 has remained the same for the years 2005-2009, 79-81%. This level has been maintained for the last two years (DfE, 2011).

Judging literacy via testing English also has a cross-curricular impact – every subject uses English language to enable students to access their subject. To take part in Science, students require the ability to interact with teaching of the curriculum. Within Science there has been a focus on students’ scientific literacy due to the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) (OECD, 2011) administering tests to gauge a country’s development on this front. At the last PISA assessment in 2009, the UK is ranked 20th for reading, 22nd for mathematics and 11th for science (OECD, 2011). Despite PISA using scientific literacy as a marker, there is little agreement over a definition of scientific literacy and how it should be measured (Lau, 2009; Lui, 2009) with DeBoer (2000) defining it as: ‘a broad and functional understanding of science for general educational purposes and not preparation for specific scientific or technical careers’ (DeBoer, 2000).

This argument would mean scientific literacy is relevant to all students and they should have this skill developed throughout their science education. Shamos (1995) divides scientific literacy into different levels:

1. Cultural scientific literacy – the lowest level with a basic understanding of simple scientific concepts.
2. Functional scientific literacy – a more active involvement with socio-scientific issues.
3. True scientific literacy – an in-depth understanding of conceptual schemes that form the foundation of science.

Shamos then goes on to state that scientific literacy is a myth and the term needs to be looked at as separate components: science and literacy.

The inability to acquire and use scientific language is found to obstruct learning (Brown, 2004, Gee, 2003, Varelas et al., 2002). However, this appears to be true only for scientific language and does not seem to be so in other curriculum areas (Gee, 2003; Varelas et al., 2002).

Developing Literacy in Science
Work by Staples and Heselden (2001, 2002a, 2002b) describes methods that are particularly suitable for developing literacy within a scientific context.

In Science students have been found to spend little time reading; just 9% of their time in Year 7 increasing to 10% in Year 10 (Lunzer and Gardner, 1979) with Wellington and Osborne concurring (Wellington and Osborne, 2001). This suggests there is a focus on other activities within school Science, for example practical work. However, students are very unlikely to complete an
experiment when they leave school but will be far more likely to read about science. Therefore, it is crucial that this skill is developed.

There are many different purposes to reading ranging from extracting information to just for pleasure. However there is a difference between reading to learn and learning to read. Is it the job of a science teacher help students to read? Bullock (1975) states that all teachers must be teachers of language, to help transfer the skills they learn.

Staples and Heselden (2002a) suggest the following as useful strategies for reading development: modelling, reading aloud, directed activities related to text and research and note taking. All of these activities are easily embedded within a science lesson. Modelling is relevant in all the activities, whether showing students’ how to locate a page, chapter or word in a glossary at the back of a text book, reading to the class, ‘reading’ a diagram or showing students how to take effective notes or complete comprehension style tasks.

The writing strand within literacy can be a major problem for students. Sutton (1998) suggests that teachers view the main reasons for writing in a science lesson as notetaking on content or to write up a practical experiment. Expanding on these reasons, Staples and Heselden (2003) identify eight main reasons for writing:

1. Recount
2. Instructions
3. Explanations
4. Persuasion
5. Discussion
6. Information
7. Analysis
8. Evaluation

Their suggested approach to all of these activities is that of modelling: introduction followed by teacher demonstration, and finally, student demonstration. The use of writing frames to help students structure their work and sentence starters enable students to begin to form their own extended writing (Staples and Heselden, 2002b and Hoyle and Stone, 2000). Wellington and Ireson (2008) agree that there is a need to broaden student’s experience of writing in science by offering a variety of tasks.

The strand of vocabulary and spelling has been studied in great detail by Wellington and Ireson (2008), who have divided scientific vocabulary into four levels. The easiest, level one, is that of naming words for identifiable, observable real objects. Level two words are those that name observable processes, e.g. burning. The fact that these processes are observable means students can access them more readily compared with unobservable processes. Third level vocabulary involves concept words, e.g. energy. The final level, level four, comprises of words related to mathematical words and symbols, which call for the ability of abstract thought.

Strategies for aiding students with scientific vocabulary can include a spelling book and word banks displayed on walls (Staples and Heselden, 2002b). However, word banks should be placed carefully within a classroom to not distract students from the tasks they are completing. Clear definition by the teacher is key. Many words have a fixed meaning in science but their meaning can change; naming words can become concepts later in a student’s science education. Often a verbal definition and modelling of correct use is not enough (Wellington and Wellington, 2002) contrasting the findings of Brown and Spang (2008) who emphasise the need for ‘double talk’, using everyday language to describe a specific language, in explanations.

The final literacy strand is that of speaking and listening. Within science there is a need for teachers to give instructions but also for students to practise their speaking and listening skills. Students require thinking time before answering; however teachers are not always forthcoming in building ‘wait time’ into their lessons. Vital experimental procedures are often talked through, giving students a sequencing task, labelling exercise or DARTs (Directed Activities Related to Text) to ensure understanding can improve their listening skills. Yet speaking skills are just as important and can often be overlooked.

This literature review has found that there is a balance to be found in developing literacy and scientific literacy. However, little research has been found on the effectiveness of the strategies or teacher views of them.

**Methodology and Methods**

The case study approach was chosen due to the ability to form ‘an in-depth account of events, relationships, experiences or processes’ Denscombe (2010, p52). The typical instance used for this study is literacy tasks used within the Year 7 scheme of learning, and teacher opinions on the literacy activities embedded within a scheme of learning. The Science Department consist of ten members of staff who teach Year 7 classes, with one member responsible for this study.

The closeness of the researcher to subjects can cause concern. In this study the researcher is responsible for the development of the curriculum in question and may bring bias to this study. Another possibility of bias is
from the staff involved; they may feel some loyalty to the researcher and strive to answer questions in the way they perceive the researcher would like. It was decided not to carry out in-depth individual interviews due to several long term staff absences and to remove the possibility of bias in these interviews.

Document analysis was carried out on the scheme to identify the types of literacy tasks embedded in the scheme of learning identified by Staples and Heselden in the series of articles on Science Teaching and Literacy (Staples and Heselden, 2001, 2002a, 2002b). Analysis was then carried out to find the frequency of tasks.

Questionnaires were administered to nine Year 7 Science teachers. The benefits of asking staff to complete a questionnaire are twofold. Firstly, staff would more likely to complete a questionnaire due to the little amount of time involved. Secondly, the removal of face-to-face contact will allow the respondents more freedom in the answers they choose to give.

To ensure the questionnaire administered was easy to understand, the design called for four sections:

1. Personal Experiences
2. The Importance of Literacy in Science
3. The Year 7 Scheme of Learning
4. Integration of Literacy in the Year 7 Scheme of learning.

Within section 2, 3 and 4 a table format was used to allow subjects quick completion. Statements of agreement were clearly defined before each table and a simple tick was required to indicate agreement. In each section space was left for subjects to add opinions, in the hope that this would provide a view on how useful each strategy was found. A Likert scale ranging from 1-5 was used to allow quantitative data to be generated on the strategies used (Cohen et al., 2007). The data was then analysed using a mean calculation of usefulness for the strategy and the standard deviation.

Earth and Space Document Analysis

Through document analysis of the Earth and Space Scheme of Learning it is evident that certain strategies have been implemented more frequently than others. Thirteen of a possible eighteen lessons were analysed; assessment lessons were omitted.

The strategies employed most in this scheme are key word lists with 13 out of 14 lessons containing this strategy; group discussions were embedded in 10 lessons. Writing explanations appeared in four lessons. Several strategies only appear once: model reading, cloze exercises following reading, use of writing stories and frames and sentence starters. Other activities only feature twice: reading aloud, sequencing following reading, letter writing, snowballing, rap and key word definitions. Strategies that do not feature in the scheme at all are: writing instructions, debates, poetry, role play, hot seating, listening cloze, listening sequencing, listening labelling ad spelling tests.

Despite the scheme being specifically designed to improve literacy it appears odd that several strategies are absent. Within this scheme several lessons (4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) have a focus on practical work to observe and describe different types of rock. During these lessons these students complete group discussions and have a key word list. However, there is little focus on literacy skills in these lessons. Lessons that focus on the Solar System (12, 13, 15 and 16) lend themselves more to written tasks with descriptions of planets or phenomenon, e.g. phases of the moon.

Within the Science curriculum there appears to be a battle taking place between the need for literacy skills to be developed and that of teaching science content and knowledge (Wellington and Ireson, 2008). This appears to be the case in this scheme. However, without literacy skills students are not able to access the curriculum.

Group discussions feature heavily in the scheme. The ability for students’ to discuss key concepts provides clarification and identification of misconceptions. The importance of this time is a key feature of constructivist teaching strategies. These strategies are relied on heavily by science teachers (Taber, 2010).

Questionnaire analysis

There was 100% return of the questionnaire with 8 female teachers and 1 male teacher. Five of the respondents have a PGCE with a science degree, two have a BEd, and one has a BSc with QTS. One respondent has a Masters’ in Education. Biology is the main specialism of the teachers, with one physics, one chemistry and one psychology specialist. Experience ranges from NQT, to 25+ years’ experience. The teachers generally teach more than one ability group. All the respondents believe literacy is very important or important in the Science curriculum, assigning a mean value for importance of 4.78.

Most teachers believe literacy is taught in Science as a result of the National Curriculum, to help students access the curriculum, to improve literacy for the whole curriculum and to improve reading and spelling ages. All Year 7 teachers agree literacy is taught to help students access the Science curriculum. This is in agreement with
Wellington and Ireson (2008) who state literacy can be a major barrier to learning Science.

The majority of staff, 8, found all the strategies very useful or useful in aiding literacy. It is interesting to note that 4 staff felt cloze exercises were not useful in developing scientific literacy. Sentence starters were thought to be the most useful strategy for aiding scientific literacy. How often a strategy is used depends on the type of group taught. Teachers are more willing to use strategies with lower groups that have high ability groups. Yet the intake of students within the Year 7 cohort suggests that a high proportion of them have low reading and spelling ages. Only 1 teacher was willing to use the strategies suggested with high ability groups. However, between 1 and 3 teachers are willing to use the strategies with all groups they teach, whether they are low, middle or high.

Conclusions

Despite the lack of literacy strategies shown in the document analysis of the Earth and Space scheme of learning, all staff feel that a lot or some literacy has been introduced to the scheme. The introduction of literacy sees a marked departure from previous schemes where teaching has focussed on content and knowledge rather than skills such as literacy. This is in part due to the implantation of Assessing Pupil’s Progress (QCA, 2007).

The fact that the scheme of learning appears to be deficient in literacy activities brings to the fore the struggle between teaching science and teaching literacy (Wellington and Ireson, 2008, Wellington and Wellington, 2001). Our prime objective as Science teachers is to allow students to develop an understanding of the world around us, scientific literacy (DeBoer, 2000) but to do this, students must have a basic grasp of literacy (Rose, 2006).

This study suggests that further integration work is required on the Earth and Space scheme of learning present within this department. However, analysis of the five other topics taught to Year 7 may reveal more literacy strategies have been embedded. Further work should also be completed into the student views of these strategies and which they find most useful. A longitudinal study continuing this work could evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness on embedding literacy within a scheme of learning for Science.

To fully embed literacy within a scheme of learning in Science will require time and discussion about which activities are best suited for different topics. This has implications for the busy teacher tasked with maintaining these schemes whether in Science or other subjects.
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